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but this isn't all! we also include a feature called the collaboration console, which allows you to share the project with someone else, and also invite their burp suite professional license to the project. this enables them to see your work, and even add or remove items from the project while you're
working on it. this is great for ensuring that no two people who are working on the same project are missing any important details. you can even have people work off different devices, and share screenshots as they go. finally, we also give you the option to make the project public, which means
anyone who is logged in to the collaboration console can download it. this way, you can share projects with others without having to worry about your private data leaking. to learn more about how burp suite professional's project file feature can save you time and improve your pentesting, check
out the burp suite documentation.we hope you've enjoyed this quick round-up of some of the features in burp suite professional version 1.4. we have lots more new content coming soon, so don't go anywhere. and don't forget to stay tuned here for more exciting news from the burp suite team.
burp suite 1.4 introduces the capability to write regular expressions for the sake of capturing a specific response header from an http response. the burp repeater process also now features an "advanced" mode, which is similar to the "advanced" mode found in burp suite 3.0. burp suite 1.4 also

introduces burp suite's new "reverse proxy" tool. burp suite 1.4 also includes a few bug fixes and other minor improvements.
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Burp Suite Professional introduces a lot of great new and updated features for all of its modules, but the most significant is the new Java-powered XSS Filter Framework. Now, whenever you run an XSS scan, the application will be automatically saved in its own SQLite database, which is updated and reused for each scan, saving you a lot of time. More
importantly, this means it's easy to identify and work with the most important results - even if you accidentally save them to a random CSV file like many other testers do.Even more, the new Java-powered XSS Filter Framework makes it even easier to create, validate, and edit rules which perform specific actions on the data - making XSS testing more

accessible and efficient. Burp Suite Pro 1.x now includes full support for Python scripting as well as for the BApp Store. Many of our community have been eagerly awaiting this for years. We've been testing and refining the feature since 2013, and are incredibly proud to offer it in the most advanced Burp Suite ever.The ability to script Burp Suite Pro gives
testers a flexible, fun, and effective means to automate their entire testing workflow. It also allows testers to build bridges between the Burp Suite's various interfaces, and to interact with Burp's other tools - making it easy to automate and test for regressions. burp isnt a program for testing anti-virus or anway similer.. I dont expect you to understand

that.... just to test your installed antiviruses, and see whats the best one for you..You also can test a system for viruses, what your anti-virus software detect.. How many viruses you found and then how it tells the exact system infected.. and send that information to a website and get a result....But how to build that website you're asking.. I dont know that
either.. burp is still a piece of software that makes your work easierI'm rather saying you can do something that you can do today.. however burp is a program to make it easier for youit's not good or bad. You think for yourself, what i said. I didn't even mean to insult you.just that i would also like to know when do you get a virus on your pc, smartphone etc..

so that i can protect my pc for that.I think it's a good idea for anyone. what does the ideal software isburp is a software that helps you in your jobit's not no matter if you are a developer or a tester, It's the same idea. 5ec8ef588b
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